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。 作文：网络购物 范文 Doing Shopping Online With the help of

the Internet, shopping is not a difficult job. Just click your mouse to

choose the article you like, and the shopping is finished. You neednt

step out of the room. It seems easy and quick. But theres always a

trap online. If you are careless, it will bring you some trouble. You

may find the color of the article is different from what you want, or

the size is either too small or too big. If you want to be different, youd

better not buy clothes online. Once you put on the clothes you

bought online and go out, you will find many people wear the same

clothes in the street. 快速阅读：1.Its bad 2.an indequate supply 3.Its

people 4.all kind 5.new ideal 6.maintain 7.they are produced 8 local

mukets 9.in a British way 10.share their meals 听力 11, D louis

repaired it 12, C hard to judge 13, D present at the 14, A poss

promotional 15, A approval towards 16, C bottom of the 17, C

hardly believe that 18, B A clearance item 19, D haven’t seen any of

it 20, C talk to the manager 21, C happy to 22, D some thirty feet

wide in 23, A oceans will rise 24, A important 25, C consultant before



two 26, D hard to play 27, D program computers 28, B TV children

are famous 29, B Preserve 30, A Investigate practical 31, C Warriors

32, C the efforts made by 33, D A reduction of vehicle 34, C

Reducing car use by 35, C Western European oil 36, modern 37,

machinery 38, consumer 39, immediately 40, rebuilding 41,

roadmanship 42, citizens 43, natural 44, the list make sure so well but

her boss used it as the role for herself performance points 45, read

your oral speaking, which most large firems provide, and make sure

the two or four most important tasks it mentions 46, point out the

difficult you have choose and ask if they accurately common what

the point considers important 阅读：47.tend 48.sufficient

49.efficiently 50.associated 51.attracting 52.alert 53 definitely 54

younger 55 continuing 56 different 57 interracial....outcomes 58

being 59 interracial 60 the school 61 schools 完型填空：62.Rates of

63.It was challenged 64.Its statistics 65.Its rough 66.How rich 67.to

68.specific 69.key 70.different 71.prevent 72.in 73.focus 74.along

75.rather 76.consumed 77.initial 78.amazed 79.contian 80.interact

81.at 82.up 83.fill 84.aviod 85.hesitation 86.impact 翻译：87.and

didn’t the reasons either 88.could be assigned to do another job

89.at the risk of his own life 90.turned out to be his assistant to

answer the call 91.his father persuaded him 考后，我们将为大家
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